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Listening-Based Homework

 This homework set expands kids’ vocabularies by teaching them the “Eng-
lish readings” of Chinese characters they’ve learned in school. Children receive 
a study CD, a large-sized homework sheet that lists the kanji, 
and color-coded tango-cards to be threaded onto a metal ring 

(provided) with kanji on one side, English on the 
other. For supplementary classroom use, there 
are large-sized game boards to use in a home-
work checking game, as well as standard-sized 
flashcards, also subdivided into red, yellow, and blue groups.

Kanji English

Assigning Kanji English Homework

 We hand out this homework set in to students in the autumn of elementary 
first grade or any time thereafter through 3rd or 4th grade. The set features 
first grade kanji, and we don’t want to puzzle our students with characters they 
haven’t yet learned in school.

 Kanji English comes after Alphabet & Calendar review in the standard PLS 
homework stream. It is a 7th Rank requirement but might be assigned in earlier 
ranks.

 There are two prepared homework plans: 
an 18-week option for most classes, and an 
11-week one for classes with fewer or older 
students. There is also a blank sheet for teach-
ers who wish to create customized plans.

 The front of the sheet lists weekly assign-
ments. (The class dates at the top should be 
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While looking at the tango-cards, children hear English, 
Japanese, and English again, with pauses for them to re-
peat the words; after this, they flip the card to check the 
first letter of the word, reinforcing phonics. These tracks 
include music and sound effects.
These tracks are assigned after tracks 1, 2, and 3 respec-
tively. Kids look at the homework sheet with the English 
covered. They hear, e.g., “Number five,” and try to say the 
English for this kanji before the voice on the CD does.

Homework CD Tracks, Content and Listening Times
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filled in before the sheets are given out.) There are spaces for adjusted assign-
ments and guardians’ seals, but none for gold stars or perfect stickers. 

Succeeding with and Clearing Kanji

 The back of the sheet lists our three kanji 
groups. When, in three different weeks, stu-
dents have succeeded with a given kanji three 
times, they have “cleared” that kanji. Small-
er classes can be encouraged to try to clear 
all the kanji on the sheet. In larger classes 
this may take more weeks than is practical; 
the students’ goal can instead be to see how 
many kanji they can clear before the end of 
the homework plan.

The Homework Check

 There are several activities you can use to check Kanji English homework:

 1. Point & Say with game board (or cards) and chips
  Each student gets a stack of colored chips. The teacher either lays the game 

board for the kanji to be checked today on the table, or spreads out the cor-
responding classroom cards. Students raise their hands; the teacher calls 
on one, who points to a space on the board (or a card) and says the Eng-
lish translation of the depicted kanji. If successful, they place a chip on the 
circle for that kanji on the game board, or on the corner of the card (so the 
kanji is not covered); if they are not, they try it again on their next turn. Oth-
ers may try the same space/card, but not directly after another student’s 
attempt—if they succeed, their chip is placed atop their classmate’s. This 
game allows students to choose kanji they are confident with, and is often 
the most appropriate game to play for the first month of homework checks.

 2. Point & Say (using cards; no game board or chips)
  You can also play the standard Point & Say game, in which a student who 

succeeds with a card gets to take it. This takes less time than the version 
described above, but students will get chances to try fewer words, since 
any card their classmates win will thus become unavailable to them. Play 
it when students have been doing well with the first version above, or in 
classes with three or fewer students.

     
     
     
     

Students color in 
one box for each 
kanji they can 
say (in different 
weeks).

On a third suc-
cess, they color 
the circle and 
have “cleared” 
this kanji.
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 3. Word-by-word check
  Cover the English translations of the kanji on a student’s homework sheet 

and work your way down a column checking each uncompleted kanji. Stu-
dents color the box (or circle) of every one they correctly pronounce. This 
activity is the best checking option once students have “cleared” more than 
half of the kanji studied that week, but would be too time-consuming to do 
at the start of the homework set.

Should I Be Using Kanji to Teach English?

 If parents (or you) question the use of kanji in the belief that Japanese has 
no place in an English class, we offer these justifications.

 1. Learning is sped and enhanced with a variety of input involving comple-
mentary areas of the brain.

 2. Kanji is interesting to young Japanese kids — it’s part of their lives.

 3. Because the Ministry of Education has a nationwide standardized kanji cur-
riculum, we can target their learning with age-appropriate kanji.

 4. Kanji are not ‘read’ like kana or Roman letters. They are primarily ideo-
graphs and, like pictures, can be recognized extremely fast, for rapid learn-
ing.

 5. Unlike reading hiragana and translating it to English, Kanji English study is 
not ‘translating.’ Kanji have many yomi (readings), both on-yomi and kun-
yomi, and Kanji English homework simply teaches them an ‘English yomi.’ 
There may be valid objections to teaching kids to translate kana to English, 
but those objections cannot apply to kanji taken individually.

 頑張って! (Best of luck!)


